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From the Campbell Second Floor and Basement Lobbies to the Heritage Room and Lucas Library

in Main, there’s a wide variety of great studying spaces at the Prep. But, we will exclude those from our

list and give you a breakdown of the best overlooked studying spaces on campus.

Study Pods in Campbell and Main
The Campbell Pods in the Basement level are in a part of the building that does not see a lot of

traffic which makes it a great place to study or quietly work in. However, this is a favorite location among

Gators. So, expect people to occupy the space frequently. There is also a pair of Main Building Pods on

the third floor near the Tech Department at the top of the library staircase. While these pods receive

occasional traffic from the stairs, they are relatively quiet.

Memorial Grove
The Memorial Grove is the area with a barbecue pit surrounded by a group of benches under the

trees near the Morey Concession Stand. Besides the occasional class or club gathering at this space,

studying at the Grove is ideal if you love nature and don’t want any disturbances. It’s also a great space

to work in if you appreciate nature or a frequent cool breeze.

McGanney Grove
The McGanney Grove, located near the sophomore and junior lockers, have become a recent

favorite for students eating lunch and working on schoolwork. While the area is busy with athletes and

students moving about, it is not as boisterous as other common spaces on campus. Also, like the

Memorial Grove, this is a spot for admirers of the outdoors with ample shade.

Benches between Homer and Main Building
These benches are often busy during lunch, but traffic is usually light outside of lunch. This is a

great studying location for people who like to be in proximity of the classrooms in Homer and Main or

who study best with a little bit of background noise from foot traffic on the Quad and the Homer-Main

grass pathways.

There’s a multitude of locations at the Prep that are ideal for studying. Of course, some may be

better than others for a wide variety of people. We all have our preferences and dislikes. In the end, it is

up to you to find your special place on campus. Whether it is among the busy or the quiet, there’s a

location here for everybody.

Please Note: We encourage everyone to follow SHP and public health guidelines at these studying spots and to
be courteous of the Gators who are studying and occupying these spaces.
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